Colour

Objectius
.To learn about characteristics, properties, meanings and psychology of the color
. To distinguish primary, secondary and terciary colours
. To appretiate renowned painters of basic colour.
Descripció de la proposta
In this project, students are introduced to the basic content and vocabulary that describes the
characteristics and properties of color.Then. they will be using technical vocabulary to read and
write sentences related to authors and color experiments. Finally, they will be reading
comprehension and assessment about meanings of color. This project is a result of a GEP1
programme.
Aspectes didàctics i metodològics
These three sessions are based on a CLIL approach. Support is provided to help students read
and understand texts. Before- , during- and after-reading activities are prepared. The materials
include visuals to support comprehension. .The writing process takes place in joint collaboration
with the teacher (modeling) since support is provided to help students write. Tthe students are
provided with language patterns, language frame and vocabulary banks.

Recursos emprats
.AnswerGarden: https://answergarden.ch/876825
.Plickers:
Instant Classroom
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Piet Mondrian. Text extracted from:
https://www.museothyssen.org/en/https://www.museothyssen.org/en/collection/artists/mondrianpietcollection/artists/mondrian-piet
.Photograhs
Meanings of color.Text extracted from https://graf1x.com/color-psychology-emotion-meaningposter/
Continguts, competències i processos que es treballen de forma destacada
Arts and Crafts
the primary, the secondary and the tertiary colors
- the properties of the colors: hue, saturation and value
- definitions of color properties
- appreciation of differences in colors
- renowned painters of basic color
- meaning of different colors
- separation of colors into primary colors
English
-color vocabulary
- instructions in base orientation
- renowned painters
- dictations of a text
- debate about a text.
Alumnat a qui s’adreça especialment
3rd ESO / 2018-2019 / 14 years old
Interdisciplinarietat, transversalitat, relacions amb l’entorn
Arts and Crafts

Documents adjunts
Colour project

Autoria
Eva Allué i Emili Morales. Institut Pla de les Moreres. Vilanova del Camí
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